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The source of 90-day oscillations at Wake Island
Gary T. Mitchum
Department of Oceanography,School of Ocean and Earth Scienceand Technology and Joint Institute for
Marine and Atmospheric Research, University of Hawaii at Manoa

Abstract. Energetic 90-day oscillationsof sea level have been intermittently observed
at Wake Island in the western tropical Pacific during the past 2 decades. The
oscillations tend to occur about 1.5 years after E1 Nifio-Southern Oscillation events, to
have amplitudes of 10-15 cm, and to persist for about 1 year. Sea surface heights from
the Geosat altimeter are used to establish that these signalstake the form of Rossby
waves and have an energy source near the Big Island of Hawaii, which lies 40ø of
longitude to the east. Sea level and upper layer currents from an eddy-resolving
numerical model are examined and suggestthat the energy source is eddies generated
off the Big Island of Hawaii. These eddies appear to be associatedwith westward
currents that intermittently impinge on the island. Several alternate hypotheses are also
discussedand rejected.
1.

Introduction

Wake Island is located in the western tropical Pacific at
19ø17'N and 166ø37'E (Figure 1). A tide gauge is operated at
Wake by the National Ocean Service of the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration, and the University of Hawaii Sea Level Center holds a sea level time series
for this station from

1973 to 1992. This sea level record

is

dominated at interannual frequencies by large (10-20 cm)
drops in sea level associated with the E1 Nifio-Southern
Oscillation (ENSO) events. It has also been known for some
years (K. Wyrtki, personal communication, 1985) that the
sea level record at Wake Island additionally contains a
strong but intermittent oscillation at a period of about 90
days. Independent of Wyrtki's observation, Mitchurn and
Lukas [1987], in a description of the meridional and frequency distribution of sea level variance at periods less than
100 days in the tropical Pacific, find evidence of energy at
periods around 80 days in the latitude range of 12ø-25øN.
Although they hypothesize that this energy is due to eddies
in the North Equatorial Current (NEC), it is likely that the
90-day oscillations at Wake Island also contribute to this
spectral energy peak.
In order to focus on the 90-day oscillations, a high-pass
filter (cutoff period approximately 200 days) is used to
eliminate the annual and interannual variability from the
daily Wake Island sea level record (Figure 2). This plot is
made in such a way that the ENSO events align along the left
edge of the figure and thus reveal a tendency for the 90-day
oscillations to be strongestabout 1.5 years after the ENSO
events. This conclusion is supported by a complex demodulation analysis [Bloomfield, 1976] designed to estimate the
temporal modulation of the amplitude of the 90-day oscillations. Time periods when this amplitude exceeds 8 cm are
shadedon Figure 2. From this figure it is seenthat the 90-day
signalsare particularly well developed in 1988 and are also
seen in 1984. In the case of the 1988 data it is found that a fit

to a pure sinusoidwith a period of 90 days explainsover 70%
Copyright 1995 by the American Geophysical Union.
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of the sea level variance. In both 1988 and 1984 the signals
have an amplitude of order 10 cm and continue for three to
four cycles. Unfortunately, gaps in the record make the
conditions following the earlier ENSO events of 1972-1973
and 1976-1977 ambiguous. Note also that the 90-day signals
are not seen exclusively after the ENSO events, as evidenced by strong oscillations at a similar period in 1991.
In addition to being very energetic, the 90-day signalsare
interesting in that they appear to be restricted to Wake
Island. A number of other sea level records (Figure 1) from
the stationsnearest to Wake Island were similarly examined
and did not reveal such oscillations.

Stations

in the southern

hemispherenear 20ølatitude were also examined and did not
show any analogous 90-day signals either. On the surface
this would

seem to indicate

that these oscillations

are of

small spatial scaleand are probably locally forced. The small
number of sea level stations in the area around Wake,

however, does not allow this possibility to be accepted
without

further

work.

The observations of these very energetic and intermittent
oscillations raise a number of questions that will be addressedin this paper. For example, what is the character of
these oscillations? Are they freely propagating waves or
locally forced signals?In either case, what mechanism is
responsiblefor generatingsuch energetic oscillations?What
is the spatial extent of these oscillations?Why are they not
observed

at other sea level stations? In the next section the

sea surface height data from the Geosat altimeter, which are
analyzed from November 1986 to October 1988, are used to
examine the oscillations observed at Wake Island during
1988. With these data it is established that the 90-day
oscillations are in fact propagating waves. I also find evidence that the waves are associated with eddies generated
south of the Big Island of Hawaii (Figure 1). These eddies
are discussedin more detail in the following section of the
paper. In the next section, sea surface heights from a
high-resolution numerical model simulation made by H.
Hurlburt at the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) are used
to study the connection between eddies south of the Big
Island and waves at Wake Island in more detail. The paper
concludes with a discussionof the eddy generation mecha-
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Figure 1. This map shows the location of Wake Island in the western Pacific where intermittent 90-day
oscillations of sea level are observed. Also shown, at about the same latitude but 40ø of longitude to the
east, is the Big Island of Hawaii, where active eddy generation occurs. The unlabeled solid circles
represent other sea level stations with time series that were also examined for evidence of the 90-day
variations

observed

at Wake

Island.

nism and a consideration of alternative hypotheses that
would explain the observed Wake Island waves.

12], and further details can be obtained there. The relevant

In (3), c is the speed for the first baroclinic mode that arises
as an eigenvalue in an expansion of the vertical structure on
normal modes. In the region near 20øN between Wake Island
and Hawaii c was estimated from in situ density profiles to
be 2.8 m/s, which gives a value of 56 km for the Rossby
radius when f0 and/• are computed at 20øN.
It will be seen in subsequentsectionsthat the magnitudeof
the wavenumber is very much less than the inverse of the
Rossby radius, which allows the use of a longwave approximation. The resulting dispersion relation is

Rossby wave theory is developed on a midlatitude/• plane,
upon which the Coriolis parameter is defined as

oo= - [3kL•2

2.

Brief Review of RossbyWave Theory
Because many of the results described in the following

sections will be discussed

within

the context

of midlatitude

Rossby wave theory, a brief review will be given here. All of
the material presented here is given by Gill [1982, Chapter

f(Y) = f0 + fly

(1)

where y is the meridional coordinate, f(y) is the Coriolis
parameter, f0 is the value of the Coriolis parameter at the
latitude where the/3 plane is centered, and/3 is the rate of
change off with y. In this case the dispersionrelation is

to= -13k/(k2+ 12+ L• 2)

(2)

These long Rossby waves are nondispersive and propagate
both phase and energy to the west. Using $6 km for the
Rossby radius, the zonal wave speed is approximately 7
cm/s.

For a given latitude and associatedœ0and/• values, there
is a maximum frequency at which Rossby waves can exist.
This maximum frequency is given by
09ma
x: 0.513L•

where • is the frequency, k and I are the zonal and
meridionalwavenumbers,respectively, and Ln is the internal Rossby radius, which is defined as

Ln = c/fo

(3)

(4)

(5)

A wave of a given frequency thus has a latitude, called the
turning latitude, beyond which it becomes evanescent. For
20øN and a c of 2.8 m/s, the maximum frequency corresponds to a minimum period of about 120 days. This is,
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Figure 2. Daily sea level values obtained at Wake Island are high passed with a convolution-type filter
having half-amplitude responseat 200 d. Each line of the plot correspondsto the time seriesfrom the onset
of an ENSO event to the beginningof the next event. Vertical lines are placed at January 1 of each year.
Sea level units are in centimeters. The shaded areas mark time periods where a complex demodulation
analysis indicates that the amplitude of the 90-day oscillation is greater than 8 cm.

however, the intrinsic period of the oscillations. If there are
mean currents, then the observedfrequency will be Doppler
shifted. The observed oscillations,which have a period of 90
days and a wavelength of order 600 km, would be associated
with an intrinsic period longer than 120 days for a westward
mean flow in excess of 1-2 cm/s. Although the direction and
magnitude of this mean flow are reasonablefor this area, the
mean flow is too small to verify directly from other observations. Consequently, I can only conclude that the observed waves are near their turning latitude.
Finally, note from (3) and (4) that as the latitude and thus
f0 and /3 are changed, the westward speed of the waves

variesasf•-2. Thisdependence
will be demonstrated
from
the observations in the next section and interpreted as
evidence that the propagating signalsunder discussionare
indeed Rossby waves. Note also that equatorial Rossby

waveshavediscretemeridional
modesandthat thisf•-2

3.

Results From Analysis of Geosat Data

Sea surface height data from the Geosat altimeter were
computedfrom a collinear analysiscovering the period from
the beginning of the Exact Repeat Mission in November
1986 to October 1988, after which the data quality had
degraded significantly. Geosat had a repeat period of 17
days, which means that any particular subsatellitepoint was
only observed once every 17 days. At the latitude of Wake
Island, Geosat had a track spacing of approximately 75 km.
The temporal resolution is not really adequate for studying
90-day variability, but it can be improved by making use of
data from more than one track; that is, it is possible to trade
spatial for temporal resolution. The Geosat data have been
widely used in studies of tropical variability, and Mitchurn
and Kilonsky [1994] provide a recent review of tropical sea
level variability as observed from altimeters, with emphasis

dependenceonly applies if each mode is associatedwith its
turning latitude. This point is discussedin more detail by Gill

on Geosat observations.

[1982] but will not be treated here since the midlatitude

one researcher

theory is used almost exclusively in this paper.

error. This correction is necessary because the computed

One part of a collinear analysis that typically varies from
to another

is the correction

for residual

orbit
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Figure 3. The dots show the locationsof all of the Geosat grid points where laggedcorrelationsversus
Wake Island sea level were computed. The solid circles show grid points where significant lagged
correlation values were found that were also consistent with 90-day oscillations. The location of Wake
Island is marked by the larger solid circle.

orbits, which in this case are based on the GEM-T2 gravity
model [Haines et al., 1990], still have errors of order 30 cm.
Fortunately, it has been known for some time that this
residual orbit error is dominated by long wavelength terms.
Tai [1988] showed that this error can be modeled by a
sinusoidal term with a wavelength corresponding to one
cycle per revolution around the Earth. This type of correction is also applied in this work but with a few modifications.
The most important difference is that I allow the amplitude
and phase of the fitted sinusoid to vary in time. This is
accomplished by expanding the amplitude and phase in
Chebyshev polynomials and fitting the slow amplitude and
phase variation over nine revolutions at a time. Chelton and
$chlax [ 1993] have recently described a similar technique in
greater detail and confirm the effectivenessof this approach
in reducing the residual orbit error.
The sea surface height data from the collinear analysis are
in the form of time series at a set of grid points located at
approximately 36 km spacing along the nearly meridional
satellite ground tracks. The time seriesat each grid point are
2 years long with a spacingof 17 days. One further calculation was done before using these data. The time series at
each grid point were used to fit a model of the low-frequency
variability that consistsof annual and semiannualharmonics
and a quadratic polynomial to estimatethe interannualsignal
associated

with

the

1986-1987

ENSO

event.

This

fitted

model was then subtracted from the original data in order to
approximate the high-passfilter applied to the sea level data
at Wake Island, which eliminates variability at periods
longer than 200 days. This approach is necessary because
the Geosat time series are too short to allow the use of the

same filter applied to the tide gauge data. It is this highpassed version of the Geosat data that is used in all subsequent analyses.

3.1.

Signals Near Wake Island

Before examining the Geosat data in detail it is necessary
to determine whether the Geosat sea surface heights at Wake
Island reveal the 90-day signals observed at the Wake sea
level gauge. The first attempt to check for these signalsused
a time series formed by compositing all Geosat tracks
passingwithin 4ø east and west of Wake Island and simply
ignoring the longitude. This 8ø bin width results in a time
series with points separatedby about 1.5 days on average,
which is adequate to resolve the 90-day signals. Unfortunately, this time series has no correlation with the highpassedWake sea level data. Of course, this could happen if
the 90-day signals were due to a propagating signal that
introduces time lags between the time series at different
longitudes.
In order to check for propagating signalsa lagged correlation analysis was done between the Wake Island sea level
record during the period of active 90-day variability in 1988
and the Geosat sea surface height time series. In addition to
finding the lag with maximum correlation, it was also required that there be correlation peaks at positive and negative lagsthat were separatedby 90 days, which are expected
for 90-day oscillations.This additional requirement is helpful
in dealing with the inherently large noise level in the Geosat
data. The significanceof the lagged correlations thus identified was tested

with

a set of Monte

Carlo

simulations

that

model the Geosat data at any grid point as white noise. No
account was made, however, of possible spatial correlations
in the altimetry data.
Grid points with significantlagged correlations consistent
with 90-day oscillations were almost all found immediately
east of Wake Island (Figure 3). In all, 32 grid points were
identified as having significant correlations, whereas the
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,

simulationspredict five to occur by chance. The fact that
most of the points lie close to Wake is not surprisingif one
expects the correlation to decrease with distance. The lack
of significantresultswest of Wake Island may be due to large
numbersof missingpoints in the Geosat time serieswest of
about 160øE.If the lag correspondingto the highest correlation is plotted versus longitude(Figure 4), it is found that the
90-day signal is propagating to the west at 7.8 cm/s. Note
from section2 that this is closeto the speedexpectedfor a
first baroclinic mode Rossby wave at this latitude.
Given this estimateof the propagationspeed,it is possible
to try again to constructa time seriesat Wake for comparison with the sea level record. This is done by shiftingeach
Geosat grid point time seriesby a time lag computedfrom
the estimatedpropagationspeedand the longitudedifference

where h(t) is the Geosat time series, t is time, x is zonal
coordinate, and •ois the frequency correspondingto 90-day
waves. A and 4• are the wave amplitude and phase, and K is
a zonal wavenumber; these last three parameters are fit by
least squares.This calculationin the regionjust east of Wake

Island gives a propagation speeds of 7-8 cm/s and zonal
wavelength estimates of order 600 km.
The analyses of the Geosat data near Wake Island thus
reveal two important things. First, a lagged correlation
analysis shows that the observed sea level signal is associated with westward propagating signalsin the Geosat data.
This result is confirmed by an analysis using only Geosat
data, which also yields an estimate of the length scale of the
90-day signals.Second, the propagationspeedand the fitted
wavenumber at a period of 90 days are close to that expected
between
Wakeandeachgridpoint.Thiscalculation
results for Rossby waves at this latitude.
in a Geosattime seriesat Wake that is very differentfrom the
n6npropagateddata and also compareswell with the ob- 3.2. Large-Scale Description of 90-Day Variability

servedsealeveltime series(Figure5). The solidcurveson
the top and bottom lines of this figure are from a griddedtime
seriescomputedas the median value of all points in 10-day
intervals. The time series computedwith an allowance for
propagation is very similar to the Wake Island sea level
record (Figure 6).
Although this result is encouraging, it may not be too
surprisingsincethe Wake sealevel data were usedin the lag
correlation analysis to fit the propagation speed. The result
was checked by using only the Geosat data, again taken in 8ø
longitude bins, and fitting the data to zonally propagating
sinusoids of the form

h(t) = A cos (KX- •ot-

(6)

The lagged correlation analysis discussed above is adequate for studyingthe propagatingfeatures near Wake Island
where it is expected that there is a useful correlation. At
larger distances, however, this technique will not work well.
The fit describedin (6), on the other hand, does not depend
on proximity to Wake Island, although it does assume the
period of the oscillations. This same fitting procedure was
applied to all of the Geosat grid points between 50øS and
50øNin the Pacific in order to study the large-scaledistribution of energy at a period of 90 days.
Although fits were made at all grid points, only points
where the fitted amplitude of the 90-day sinusoid exceeds 4
cm will be discussed; Figure 7 shows the estimated zonal
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Figure 5. (top) The individual points in the curve are a compositeof all Geosat grid point time series
within 4ølongitudeof Wake Island. The longitudeof the individualgrid pointshasbeenignored.(middle)
The curve shows sea level from Wake Island. (bottom) The individual points in the curve are from the
sameGeosatgrid point time seriesbut with a temporallag introduced,which is computedfrom the fitted
p•opagation speed. The correlationsnoted on the figure are computedbetween the Wake Island sea level
and the griddedtime seriesshownby the solidcurves(top and bottom). These griddedseriesare obtained
by computingthe median value of all points falling in 10-daywindows.

wavenumbersat only those points. Thus the appearanceof a
wavenumber vector on this figure also indicates where the
90-day waves are most energetic. Note first that the energy
to the east of Wake Island (19øN, 166øE)is confirmed. Also,
the meridionaldistributionof the grid pointswith amplitudes

greater than 4 cm shows that most of the 90-day energy is
centeredaround a latitude of 20øin both hemispheres,which
is interestingin light of the observationmade in the previous
sectionthat the wavenumber and propagationare consistent
with Rossby waves. This is because Rossby waves at a

Wake sea level vs. "propagated" Geosat heights
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Figure 7. Fitting the Geosatgrid point time seriesto propagatingwaves at a period of 90 days (see (1))
resultsin wavenumberestimatesas well as amplitudes.Wavenumbersare plottedon this figureonly where

thefittedamplitudeexceeds4 cm. The wavenumbers
areplottedasvectorsto showthe directionof phase
propagation,which is determinedfrom the signof the wavenumber.A scalevector is shownin the upper
middle portion of the plot.

period of 90 days are expectedto have their turning latitude
near 20ø and thus should have more energy at that latitude
[Gill, 1982]. This is taken as further evidence that the signals
observed at Wake Island are the sea level expression of
westward propagating Rossby waves.
The wavenumbers shown in Figure 7 are plotted so as to
point in the direction of propagation, and the scale vector
plotted in the upper middle portion of the figure corresponds
to a wavelength of 600 km, which would approximately fit
the Rossby wave dispersioncurve. Most of the grid points

but it is desirable to constrain the analysis as little as
possible. This is preferable for tracking the signals from
Wake Island to their source because those approaches may
miss signalsthat are not well modeled by 90-day sinusoids
farther

from Wake.

A more general approach to tracking the propagating
signalswas devisedand proceedsas follows. First, at a given
latitude all the grid point time seriesfrom an 8ølongitudebin
are taken and combined with time lags computed according
to a given propagation speed. The resulting time series is
near 20 ø do indeed take about this wavenumber.
Further
griddedusingthe same 10-daymedian calculationdescribed
north in the western North Pacific the propagationis east- earlier, and the variance of the resulting time series is
ward; this may be consistentwith waves that are Doppler computed.Finally, the varianceof the griddedtime seriesis
shifted by the Kuroshio. The eastern Pacific region near maximized by varying the propagation speedthat was given
10øN has generallysmallerwavenumbers(larger wave- at the start of the calculation. In this way the propagation
lengths), which is consistent with faster Rossby waves at speedand a time seriesthat emphasizespropagatingsignals
lowerlatitudes.It is considered
unlikelythatthesewavesare are determined without any assumptionsabout the type of
connectedwith the phenomenonobserved at Wake Island, waves contained in the data; that is, no assumptionis made
however, since the fitted waves are of small amplitude about the speedor the period of the waves. This analysisis
carried out between 10øN and 30øN from west of Wake
between this region and the area of Wake.
Island (160øE) to east of Hawaii (120øW). The result is a set
3.3. Tracking the PropagatingSignalsto Wake Island
of propagation speeds as well as the time series from the
The analysesdone thus far have either required use of the fitting procedure itself.
Wake Island sea level data or have assumed monochromatic
Zonal averagesof the speedscomputedfrom this analysis
wave signals.Both of these approacheshave yielded results, are plotted versuslatitude in Figure 8. Also plotted on this
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Westward propagation speed from Geosat at 170E
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Figure 8. The solid circles represent the zonal average of the propagation speeds found from the
proceduredescribedin the text. At each latitude, there are approximately 10 independentestimatesof the
propagation speed. The error bars represent one standard deviation about the zonal average. The solid
curve shows the meridional variation expected for Rossby waves.

figureis thef-2 variationwithlatitudethatis expected
for supportedby the fact that the signalsare not observed at the
Rossby waves, as discussed in section 2. The striking
agreement of the data with this theoretical curve is strong

JohnstonIsland tide gauge located at 17øN and 170øW.

evidence that the propagatingportion of the sea surface
height data is dominated by Rossby wave variability. A 4.
similar result has been obtained in the vicinity of the
Hawaiian Islands by van Woert and Price [1993]. It is
important to note again that there is nothing in the calculation procedure that forces the propagation speedsto match
the Rossby wave speeds. The variance ratio of the propagating signalas comparedto the signalobtainedby averaging
without propagationis shown in Figure 9. The variance ratio
is large along 19øN between the Big Island of Hawaii and
Wake Island, which means that the sea surface variations in
this area are dominatedby propagatingsignals.Large values
of this ratio are also found north of 25øN, but these signals
are distinct frommthevariability along 19øN.
A very straightforward description of the sea surface
height variability can be made by simply contouring the
time-longitude variations along 19øN (Figure 10). First, note
that a cut through this figure at 166øEcorrespondsto a time
series near Wake Island and that this time series agreeswell

Eddies Near the Big Island of Hawaii

The analysis in the previous section leads to the conclusion that the source of energy for the 90-day Rossby waves
observed at Wake Island is at the Big Island of Hawaii. Also,
from the computed propagation speed, the energy source is
active about 1.5 years prior to the appearanceof the waves
at Wake Island. As discussed in the introduction, there is a
tendency for these waves to appear 1-2 years after ENSO
events, which implies that the energy source is active during
the events

themselves.

seriescomparison
is similarto thatshownin Figure6. More

It is known that the region south of the Big Island of
Hawaii is a source of mesoscale eddies. Patzert [1969]
provides a summary of some early work concerning these
eddies and an extensive compilation of the hydrographic
descriptions for them. He describes a large number of
cyclonic eddies that tend to be relatively small and to occur
west of the Big Island. These eddiestend to stay in the lee of
the island chain and are attributed to forcing by the wind
field. Using his data, I have determined that there is a
tendency for these eddies to be somewhat stronger during

importantly, it is clear from this figure that the propagating
signals originate near 155øW, which correspondsto the Big
Island of Hawaii, and move westward to the longitude of
Wake Island (166øE) in 500-600 days. The propagation
characteristics east of Hawaii are different, and the amplitude of the variations is smaller. Between the Big Island and
Wake, however, it is easy to track the propagating signals.
Similar plots at other latitudes show that the 90-day signals
are of very limited meridional extent. This conclusion is

observed during 1963-1-967were associated with the ENSO
event of 1965. If the eddieswere generatedwithout regard to
ENSO events, there is less than a 10% chance of this
happening.
Patzert [1969] also describes larger anticyclonic eddies
that occur off the southern end of the Big Island. Unfortunately, these eddies tended to be outside the region surveyed, and relatively little data exist for them. These eddies

with the observed sea level variation at Wake. This time

ENSOevents.Specifically,
twoof thethreelargesteddies
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Figure 9. The variance of the Geosat time seriescomputedwith allowance for propagationis divided by
the variance of the Geosat time series that results if the individual grid point time series are composited
without allowing for propagation. This ratio is large where propagating signals dominate the Geosat
heights, but the ratio can be misleadingwhere there is little variance. Therefore the ratio is only contoured
where the variance of the Geosat time seriesexceeds30 cm2.

move away from the Big Island to the west relatively
quickly, possibly because they are exposed to westward

currents
flowingby the Big Island.It is alsopossible
that
they are forced by such current flows, as will be discussedin
the next section. Concerning the westward currents impinging on the Big Island, there is some weak evidence from the
1965 ENSO event that these currents are strongerduring the
events [Seckel, 1975]. If the eddies are indeed separatedby
the flow or generated by it, then such a westward acceleration during ENSO events would help to explain the interannual modulation of the 90-day sea level signalsobserved at
Wake Island. Relatively little information on the currents is
available, however.
An interesting case is also found in the Hansen World
Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOCE) drifter data set
(Figure 11). Drifter 6873 steadily approachedthe Big Island
from the east at 10-15 cm/s and upon passingthe southpoint
of the Big Island in late August 1989, became entrained in an
anticyclonic eddy with a diameter of order 100 km. The eddy
then propagatedaway to the west at approximately 6 cm/s.
Of course, this event did not occur during an ENSO event,
but it is interesting that about 1.5 years later at Wake Island
there were 90-day oscillations (Figure 2) that did not fit the
ENSO timing.

5.

Comparison With Sea Surface Heights

From

NRL

Model

In order to further evaluate the generation of eddies by
current flows near the Big Island of Hawaii, sea surface
heights and upper layer currents from a high-resolution,
eddy-resolving numerical model simulation were examined.
The model output was provided by H. Hurlburt of NRL and
is from a six-layer model with V8ø horizontal resolution. The
simulation is driven by monthly mean winds during the
period 1986-1989. The model is a descendant of the one by
Hurlburt and Thompson [ 1980] but with extended capability
[Hurlburt et al., 1992]. Model heights and currents are
available at 3-day intervals and are evaluated in the domain
10øN to 30øN and 160øE to 120øW. The model time series are

high pass filtered in time to eliminate variability at periods
greater than 200 days using the same filter applied to the
Wake

5.1.

Island

sea level data.

Propagating Signals From Big Island to Wake Island

The first question is whether the model sea level data are
similar to the Wake Island and Geosat data. A computation
of the

variance

of the

model

sea level

at

19øN

versus

longitude (Figure 12) shows the region from just east of the
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andthe contour
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is 3 cm.

Big Island westward-to the dateline to be an area of increased sea level variability at high frequencies. The rms
variability near Wake Island, however, is only about80% of
the observed value. Estimates of the zonal propagation
speedvia the calculationdescribedin section3.3 are similar
to those obtained from the Geosat data (Figure 13). A simple
comparisonof the time seriesat Wake Island,however,does
not show agreementbetween the model heights and the

5.2.

A CaseStudy of Eddy Generationand Propagation

waves. The reasons for this are unknown at present.

19øN and could influence the sea level at Wake Island. One

The eddies generatednear the Big Island were studied
extensivelyby animatingthe model sea surfaceheightand
upperlayercurrentfields.Qualitatively,the eddiesobserved
in the modeloutputcan be placedin three categories.First,
there are relatively small cyclonic eddies that are formed
west of the Big Island and tend to remain in the lee of the
island chain. These eddies appear to be similar to those
observed sea level data.
discussedby Patzert [1969]. Second,severaldegreessouth
A more direct comparisonwas made by usingthe model
of the Big Island, there are eddies associatedwith the
outputto form a time-longitudedescriptionof the seasurface
heightsalong 19øN(Figure 14). This plot is analogousto the westward flowing NEC. These eddies are similar to those
descriptionfrom the Geosat data shown in Figure 10. The discussedby Wyrtki [1982]. Although these eddies are numodel heightsreveal propagatingsignalsbetweenthe Big merousand strong,they do not typically affect the sealevel
Island and Wake that are similar in character, althoughnot in at the latitude of Wake and the Big Island. Finally, there are
detail,to thosederived
fromtheGeosat
data.Giventhis severalanticycloniceddiesgeneratedoff the southpoint of
similarity, it is reasonableto examine the high-resolution the Big Island that are associatedwith westward current
modelheightsin more detail near the Big Island to studythe events impingingon the Big Island, as were mentionedin
features that give rise to the propagatingsignals.This must section 3.
It is this third type of eddy that is consideredimportantin
be done carefully, however, since the model signalsare of
longerperiodand propagatemore slowlythan the observed the presentcontext.These eddiestend to propagatealong
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Figure 11. The solid line is producedfrom 6-hour buoy positions.The solid circles are drawn every 10
days.The islandsshownare the mainHawaiianIslands,with the southernmostislandbeingthe Big Island
of Hawaii. The buoy track is traced from June 10 to December 9, 1989.

case, which occurred near the end of 1986, was isolated to

illustrate the generation of this type of eddy (Figure 15).
First, westwardcurrentsassociatedwith a largeanticyclonic
feature centeredat about 21øNreach the Big Island on day
269 of 1986, and an anticycloniceddy beginsto form just
west of the southpoint of the island. By day 330 of 1986the
eddy is a very distinct feature and is centered on 160øW,and
by day 360 the eddy has moved further west and is clearly

separated from the island. To this point the eddy has
propagatedwest at an average speedof about 5 cm/s, but the
propagation speedincreases
to 7 /•cm/s
after this time. It is not
ß
ß
clear whether this eddy is interacting with the NEC west of
the Big Island. It is clear, however, that there is not a
preexistingeddy near the Big Island that is simply separated
from the topography by the westward current.
An attempt was also made to study any modification of the

Model sea surface height rms vs. longitude along 19N
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Figure 12. High-passedseasurfaceheightsfrom the NRL modelare usedto computethe rms temporal
variabilityalong19øN.The unitsare in centimeters.The analogousvalue for the high-passed
Wake sea
level data is also shownfor comparison.
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Comparison of speeds along 19N vs. NRL model
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for propagation
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propagation
speeds
fromtheNRL modelheightvalues.Thesevaluesarecompared
to theGeosatvaluesin thisfigure.In bothcases,propagation
speeds
arecomparable
to thoseexpected
for
Rossbywaves.Severaloutliershavebeenrejectedbeforemakingthiscomparison.

eddyasit moveswestward.The sameanticyclonic
eddywas
tracked until early 1988 when it reached the longitudeof
Wake Island(Figure 16). The desireto track the eddyin this
fashion arises from the possibility that such an isolated
vortex will decay into a wave-like feature after several

90-day oscillations observed in the Wake Island sea level

recordis that thesesignalsare Rossbywaves associatedwith
eddiesgeneratedby westwardflow past the Big Island of
Hawaii about 1.5 years earlier. The Geosat data clearly
support the interpretation of the 90-day oscillations as

months and thus may explain the waves, as opposedto
singleeddies,observedat Wake Island.Firing and Beardsley [ 1976]demonstrated
thisfor barotropiceddies,andFlierl
[1977] discussedthis processfor the barocliniccase. Flierl's
study(see his Figure 6.5) showedthat a barocliniceddy of
order 500-km diameterdecayedinto a wave-like featurewith
a wavelengthof order500 km after approximately1-2 years.
Obviously, these parametersare very similar to those observedin the presentcase. Unfortunately,the anticyclonic
eddy shownin Figure 16 doesnot behavein sucha simple
fashion.Althoughthe eddyreachesWake in early 1988when
the 90-day waves at Wake are observed,the eddy has not
decayed into a train of waves. There is, however, some
indicationin the last several snapshotsthat the eddy is
splittinginto a morewave-likefeature.For example,at day
91 of 1988thereare a maximumanda minimumseparatedby
about 5ø of longitude,implyinga wavelengthof order 1000
km. A simplerdescription,however,wouldbe thatthe eddy
simplydecreasesin amplitudeandfadesintothe background
heightfield.The fact that the eddydoesnot appearto decay
into a wave train may not be surprisingsincewe already
know that the model'ssea surfaceheighttime seriesat the
locationof Wake Islanddoesnot agreewith the observedsea

vortices rotate opposite to one another. The vortices at the

level time series.

bottom,which would correspondto the southpoint of the

6.

Discussion

Rossbywaves by documentingnot only the appropriate
propagation speed but also a wavelength close to that
expectedfrom the dispersioncurve for Rossbywaves. The
Geosat data also clearly connectthese waves in the western
Pacificwith a sourceregionat the Big Island of Hawaii. The
NRL model output suggeststhat eddies associated with
westwardflow past the Big Island are the sourceof energy,
but this portionof the explanationis more speculative.
If it is assumedfor the momentthat eddiesgeneratedby
flowpastthe islandprovidethe correctexplanation,thenthe
questionnaturallyarisesas to how the eddiesare generated.
Patzert [ 1969]briefly considersthe possibilitythat westward
flow past the Big Island generates avon Karman vortex
street that would explain the eddies observed south of the
Big Island. He rejects this hypothesison the basis that the
currentsin the regionof the Big Island are not strongand

steadyenoughto generatesignificanteddies.This hypothesis is worth reconsidering,however. Accordingto the von
Karman vortex street theory [Lamb, 1945], a cylinder (of
diameterd) in a steadyflow (of speedU) generatesa series
of vorticesat boththe top andbottomof the cylinder.These

Big Island, are anticyclonic for westward flow and are
separatedby a distanceof 3.5 d. Taking the diameterof the

Big Islandto be 150-200km yieldsa separationdistancefor
On the basis of the data describedin the preceding the anticyclonicvortices of 525-700 km, which is similar to

sections, the most likely explanation for the intermittent

the wavelength of the waves observed far downstream from
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Figure 14. This plot uses the high-passedNRL sea surface heightsto make a plot that is completely
analogousto Figure 10, which uses the Geosat heights. Negative heights are shaded and the contour
interval is 3 cm. The slantingfeaturesin the westernportion of the plot representw•stward propagating
signals.

the Big Island. The period associatedwith Rossby waves at
this wavelength is 75-100 days. A period can also be derived
from the separationperiod of the vortices, which is 10 d/U.
A period of 90 days would imply a current of 15-20 cm/s.
This current speed is reasonable during flow events such as
that describedfrom the NRL model in the previous section.
These current speeds are not typical near the Big Island,

would agree with the anticycloniceddiesobservedsouth of
the Big Island.
A more seriousproblem, however, is that the von Karman

theorydoesnot includerotationor stratification
and is thus

clearly suspect.On the other hand, more general laboratory
experiments indicate that eddy generation by flows past
obstacles such as the Big Island is a robust process. For
however,becausethe northernedgeof the NEC Usuallylies example, Klinger [1994] considered baroclinic flow in a
several degreessouth of Hawaii. It is also interestingto note rotating fluid along a wall that had a sharp corner. He
that Barkley [1972] described a set of observations near concluded that the generation of eddies at the corner is
similar to the nonrotating, unstratifiedcase but that rotation
Johnston Atoll that he interpreted as consistent with avon
Karman vortex street generated by a strong flow past the tends to suppressthe eddy generation while baroclinicity
island.
tends to increase it. Another interesting laboratory study is
Although these scales suggestvarious resonancepossibil- described by Boyer and Tao [1987]. In this experiment a
ities, there are major problems with this scenario as well. rotating, stratified fluid moved along a wall past a wedgeOneseriousobjectionisthatanisolatedcylindersimplydoes shaped obstacle with sloping sides. This geometry was
not fit the geometry of the Hawaiian Island chain very well. intended to model flow past a cape on a coastline. These
The channel north of the Big Island is not large enough to authors find that for parameters similar to the real ocean,
effectively isolate the Big Island from the chain; this can eddies
areformedpastthewedgewhenthefluidis stratifi
ed.
easily be seen in the sequenceof plots shown in Figure 15. A They also note that increasingthe flow rate or the stratificabetter model for the Big Island would be a wedge protruding tion causesthe eddy to separate and propagate downstream,
into a flow or a flow acceleratingpast such a wedge. Such a at which point it is replaced by a new eddy. These studiesare
flow and wedge geometry is known to generate starting and cited only to show that eddy generation at the Big Island by
stopping vortices [e.g., Pullin and Perry, 1980], but it is a westward flow event is a viable possibility.
Another area of uncertainty concernsthe fate of the eddies
unclear whether the scales of the eddies thus generated
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Figure 16. This figure is similar to Figure 15 except that the snapshotsare through a window that is
propagatingwestward at approximately 7 cm/s. The anticyclonic feature being tracked is the same one that
is formed in the sequence shown in Figure 15. The contour interval is 5 cm.

as they propagate westward toward Wake Island. It is clear
from the Geosat and Wake sea level data that the signalsare
in the form of Rossby waves, at least west of the dateline. As
noted earlier, Flierl [ 1977] has described the decay of eddies
into waves, but the data are inadequate to document that
processin this case. It is possiblethat future, more accurate,
altimetry missions such as the presently operational
TOPEX/POSEIDON satellite might eventually shed more

light on this matter after another set of the 90-day oscillations are observed.

Of course, the eddies at the Big Island were not the only
explanation consideredin the course of this work. One other
possibility was mentioned earlier, namely that the waves are
generated in the eastern Pacific near 10øN where the calculation of 90-day sinusoidsrevealed energetic signals (Figure
7). These signalsmay be due to Rossby wave radiation from
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Figure 17. The Geosat heights that were computed with allowance for propagation are plotted at 1ø
meridional spacingalong 170øE.Negative heightsare shadedand the individual curves are offsetby 15 cm
for visibility. The solid curve follows the arrival time expected for a signalpropagatingfrom east of 170øE

at the Rossbywave speedappropriatefor eachlatitude.The meridionalvariationof the Rossbywave
speed used to estimate the arrival time is the same as for the solid curve shown in Figure 8. The latitudes
are given along the right edge of the plot.

Kelvin wave events originating in the tropical Pacific and
propagatingalong the coast of the Americas [Enfield, 1987].
Although these waves appear to originate well south of the
latitude of Wake Island, it is possiblethat refraction would
explain their appearance at Wake (recall that the turning
latitude at the 90-day frequency is about 20ø). As stated in
the earlier section, however, it is impossible to detect the

during the ENSO event. The line progressingfrom top to
bottom and left to right through the figure shows the lag

expectedfor signalspropagating
at the speedcomputedvia

the calculation described in section 3.3. If the signals at
Wake Island were associatedwith the equatorial event, then
it shouldbe possible to track the event along the line. This is
not possible, however, and thus this hypothesis was also
waves between the eastern Pacific and Hawaii
or Wake
rejected.
Island, and therefore this hypothesis was rejected.
Another possibility that was considered is much simpler.
Another possibility arisesfrom the fact that the equatorial It is possiblethat the Rossby waves observed at Wake Island
Kelvin wave pulses associated with the ENSO events are are generated by Ekman pumping by the wind stress in the
typically of a size that, when coupledto their propagation open ocean somewhere to the east of Wake Island. Meyers
speedof 2.5-3 m/s, gives rise to a timescaleof order 90 days. [ 1979]has shown, for example, that this processcan explain
In fact, such 90-day events are relatively easy to detect in a significantamount of the sea level variability in the western
western Pacific stations near the equator during the ENSO
Pacific at the annual period. This hypothesis does not
events. These Kelvin pulse events can be forced by patches explain, however, why it is possible to easily track the
of westerly winds [McCreary and Lukas, 1986]. It could be signals all the way from Wake Island to the Big Island of
speculated that this 90-day event on the equator could give Hawaii. Also, a simple scaling argument makes this explarise to Rossby waves off the equator that would propagate nation seem unlikely. Basically, the amplitude of the wind
westward. This possibility was examined by plotting the stresscurl variation required to generate a given upper layer
time series computed in section 3.3 at 170øEas a function of anomaly scales as the frequency of the variation. While this
latitude and time (Figure 17). The top curve at 20øN corre- mechanismworks well at annual periods, a period of 90 days
sponds to Wake Island. The event in January 1987 in the requires a much larger, and unreasonable, wind stress cud
bottom curve at 7øN correspondsto the Kelvin wave event signal.

MITCHUM:

THE

SOURCE

OF 90-DAY

In summary, evidence has been presented that explains
the 90-day sea level oscillations observed in the Wake Island
sea level as the expression of Rossby waves with an energy
source near the Big Island of Hawaii. It has not been
possible, however, to unambiguouslylink the Rossby waves
with the decay of eddies generated at the Big Island of
Hawaii

or to demonstrate

that the eddies are associated

with

westward flow impinging on the island. This is considered
the leading hypothesis, however, particularly given the lack
of success of several other possible explanations. Future
events that are observed from modern altimeters may lead to
further progress, and more detailed descriptions should
result from future numerical modeling experiments. I will
close with the idea that, if the Rossby waves at Wake Island
can be clearly linked to eddies generated at the Big Island,
then these data can serve as a sensitive

test of a model's

ability to properly account for the decay and modification of
eddies as they propagate away from their source region.
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